
CONTACT US NOW  
FREE QUOTE & ESTIMATE 
(905) 482-9438 

EMAIL US  
CONTACT FORM 
78 Dana Crescent 

Thornhill, Ontario L4J 2R5 
Canada MAP 

 
 

PERSONAL VIDEO AND AUDIO EDITING FOR CONSUMERS AND SMALL BUSINESS

  

 
Video editing, Color  
Correction, Titling, 
DVD Authoring, etc.  

 
8mm, Super 8 & 
16mm film with 

sound to DVD/VHS  

 
VHS, 8mm, Hi8, 

MiniDV, Digital & more 
transfer to DVD/VHS 

 
Photo Restoration, 
Picture Retouching, 

Photo & Slide Scanning 

 
Streaming Video 

Convert to WMV, RM,  
QuickTime, MPEG2/4 

 
Audio Cassette, LP, CD, 
transfer to CD or MP3  

   

Forms 

 
Ready to save your 
memories? Please 
complete this order 
form and include it 
when you drop off or 
ship us your media. 
(Adobe PDF reader required). 

Quick Quote 
Quick Question 

 
 or 

  

 Your Name Here

 Your Email Here

 Your Phone Number

  

Video transfer is offered for VHS, BETA, Video8 (8mm), 
Hi8, Digital8 & MiniDV tapes to DVD, Tape, raw AVI or 
MPEG2. For other vintage tapes see below. We can also 
help restore your old, damaged or improperly shot videos 
from incorrect exposures, age, color loss, and more. Let us 
add ambience to your video with titles, transitions and 
music.

 

Video Transfer to DVD or Tape 
If you don't know which package applies to your video, let us do a free 

evaluation. (most tapes transfer with the bronze package) 
Up to 2 hours - VHS, SVHS, VHS-C, BETA, 8mm, Hi8, Digital8, MiniDV Tape to 

NTSC DVD or Video Tape PAL available for an extra charge 
Add 6% GST for all orders within Canada  

Bronze $24.95 to DVD 

Direct 
Transfer  1. Video tape to DVD  

2. DVD chapters - every 5 minutes  

  

Testimonials 
& Examples 

 

"I was pleasantly surprised to 
find this type of video editing 
services at these reasonable 
prices, as I had been told by 
a friend in the television 
industry that they either 
didn't exist or would be 
extremely costly. The 

Consumer friendly prices on video transfer, film transfer, editing, restoration & more! 
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We Accept 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Your Message Here

SEND

 

 
    

 Digital Improvements 

 WWW  

Google Search

nmlkji

nmlkj

3. Standard DVD menu screen  
4. Color DVD text label (max two lines)  
5. Color DVD text case cover (max two lines)  
6. No video correction  
7. No titles  
8. No transitions or other features  

* MiniDV is an extra $14.95 for over 1 hour of 
video (no printed labels or cover)  
* VHS is an extra $9.95 for up to 2 hours 
* SVHS is an extra $14.95 for up to 2 hours  

 

Silver $34.95 to DVD  

Direct with 
Stabilization 

Upgrades from the package above 
appear in yellow  

1. Video tape to DVD  
2. Includes "Video Stabilization" & "Digital 

Noise Reduction"  
3. DVD chapters - every 5 minutes  
4. Standard DVD menu screen  
5. Color DVD text label (max two lines)  
6. Color DVD text case cover (max two lines)  
7. No video correction  
8. No titles  
9. No transitions or other features  

* MiniDV is an extra $14.95 for over 1 hour of 
video (no printed labels or cover)  
* VHS is an extra $9.95 for up to 2 hours 
* SVHS is an extra $14.95 for up to 2 hours  

 

Gold $49.95 to DVD  

Direct with 
Upgrades from the package above 

communication with Digital 
Improvements from my 
initial inquiry to the final 
deliverable was always 
prompt and professional. I 
especially liked the sample 
image provided online that 
showed the various stages of 
edited improvement and 
their associated cost. The 
work was done in a timely 
manner and the results were 
great! I would certainly 
recommend Digital 
Improvements to anyone 
looking to edit or enhance 
their videos." 
Terri M. - Michigan 

Roll your mouse on and off the 
images below

 

"We really appreciated all the 
work you did for our wedding 
video. The picture quality 
and the sound 
were incredible considering it 
was a friend that taped our 
wedding. The prices were 
very good, we had called 
around to many places in 
Toronto, Digital 
Improvements was the 
best! We appreciate the 
extra copies and the quick 
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Stabilization, 
TBC & Basic 
Analog Color 
Correction 

appear in yellow  

1. Direct video tape to DVD  
2. Includes "Video Stabilization" & "Digital 

Noise Reduction"  
3. Additional "Full - Time Based Correction"  
4. Basic analogue color correction  
5. DVD chapters - every 5/10/15 minutes  
6. DVD/VHS case with plain text cover 

including your title (max two lines) - text only  
7. Standard DVD menu screen  
8. Color DVD text label (max two lines)  
9. Color DVD text case cover (max two lines)  

10. No video correction  
11. No titles  
12. No transitions or other features  

* MiniDV is an extra $14.95 for over 1 hour of 
video (no printed labels or cover)  
* VHS is an extra $9.95 for up to 2 hours 
* SVHS is an extra $14.95 for up to 2 hours  

 

Platinum $79.95 to DVD 

Direct with 
Stabilization, 

TBC & 
Advanced 

Analog Color 
Correction 

Upgrades from the package above 
appear in yellow  

1. Direct video tape to DVD  
2. Includes "Video Stabilization" & "Digital 

Noise Reduction"  
3. Additional "Full - Time Based Correction"  
4. Advanced analogue color correction  
5. Additional picture sharpening /noise 

reduction  
6. DVD chapters - every 5/10/15 minutes  
7. Standard DVD menu screen  

service! All the best in the 
future!" 
Sean & Jaclyn P. - Toronto 
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8. Color DVD text label (max two lines)  
9. Color DVD text case cover (max two lines)  

10. No video correction  
11. No titles  
12. No transitions or other features  

* MiniDV is an extra $14.95 for over 1 hour of 
video (no printed labels or cover)  
* VHS is an extra $9.95 for up to 2 hours 
* SVHS is an extra $14.95 for up to 2 hours  

 

Diamond $99.95 to DVD 

Direct with 
Stabilization, 

TBC & 
Advanced 

Digital Color 
Correction 

Upgrades from the package above 
appear in yellow  

1. Video tape capture to computer for 
advanced editing  

2. Includes "Video Stabilization" & "Digital 
Noise Reduction"  

3. Additional "Full - Time Based Correction"  
4. Up to 5 point Digital color correction  
5. Up to 5 point Digital picture 

sharpening /noise reduction  
6. DVD chapters - every 5/10/15 minutes  
7. Picture DVD menu screen  
8. Picture DVD label including your title (max two 

lines)  
9. Picture DVD case cover including your title 

(max two lines)  
10. Opening Title with transition  

* MiniDV is an extra 14.95 each hour, over the 
first hour (no printed labels or cover)  
* VHS is an extra $9.95 for up to 2 hours 
* SVHS is an extra $14.95 for up to 2 hours  
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Video Transfer to AVI to MPEG2 
For other video formats please visit our Internet Video page 

VHS, SVHS, VHS-C, BETA, 8mm, Hi8, Digital8, MiniDV Tape to NTSC AVI or 
MPEG2 PAL available for an extra charge 

Add 6% GST for all orders within Canada  

Direct 
Transfer 

$4.95 per 30 minutes (running time) - to 
customer supplied hard drive or memory card 

* MiniDV is an extra 14.95/hour (no printed 

labels or cover)  
* Data DVDs are an extra 7.95/20 
minutes (no printed labels or cover) 

Gold Transfer 
Stabilization, TBC & 
Basic Analog Color 

Correction 

$9.95 per 30 minutes (running time) - to 
customer supplied hard drive or memory card 

* MiniDV is an extra 14.95/hour (no printed 

labels or cover)  
* Data DVDs are an extra 7.95/20 
minutes (no printed labels or cover) 

Diamond 
Transfer 

Stabilization, TBC, 
Advanced Digital Color 

Correction & Noise 
Reduction 

$19.95 per 30 minutes (running time) - to 
customer supplied hard drive or memory card 

* MiniDV is an extra 14.95/hour (no printed 

labels or cover)  
* Data DVDs are an extra 7.95/20 
minutes (no printed labels or cover) 

 

Vintage Tape Formats 
Transferred to DVD or Tape  

Add 6% GST for all orders within Canada  

3/4 inch 
Umatic 

$99.95 per hour (running time)  
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1. Direct video tape to DVD  
2. Includes "Video Stabilization" & "Digital 

Noise Reduction"  
3. Additional "Full - Time Based Correction"  
4. Basic analogue color correction  
5. DVD chapters - every 5/10/15 minutes  
6. DVD/VHS case with plain text cover 

including your title (max two lines) - text only  
7. Standard DVD menu screen  
8. Color DVD text label (max two lines)  
9. Color DVD text case cover (max two lines)  

10. No video correction  
11. No titles  
12. No transitions or other features  

* MiniDV is an extra $14.95 for over 1 hour of 
video (no printed labels or cover)  
* VHS is an extra $9.95 for up to 2 hours 
* SVHS is an extra $14.95 for up to 2 hours  

Other tape 
formats (2" 

Quad, 1" Type C, 
1/2" EIAJ, 1/4" 

Ampex, etc.) 

$249.95 per hour (running time)  

 

1. Direct video tape to DVD  
2. Includes "Video Stabilization" & "Digital 

Noise Reduction"  
3. Additional "Full - Time Based Correction"  
4. Basic analogue color correction  
5. DVD chapters - every 5/10/15 minutes  
6. DVD/VHS case with plain text cover 

including your title (max two lines) - text only  
7. Standard DVD menu screen  
8. Color DVD text label (max two lines)  
9. Color DVD text case cover (max two lines)  

10. No video correction  
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11. No titles  
12. No transitions or other features  

* MiniDV is an extra $14.95 for over 1 hour of 
video (no printed labels or cover)  
* VHS is an extra $9.95 for up to 2 hours 
* SVHS is an extra $14.95 for up to 2 hours  

 

Extra copies - $14.95 - Picture labels & cases are extra 

 

Upgrades for Video Tape Transfers 

VHS Tape 
Repair (broken 

tape, new shell, 
etc.) 

$12.95 each  

DVD Text 
Label/Case to 

DVD Picture 
Label/Case 

$9.95 each 

Digital Master 
DVD (in DV-AVI 

Format) 

$7.95 - Per 20 minutes (20 minutes fits on a 

single DVD)  

Standards 
Conversion 

(PAL, SECAM, 
NTSC) 

$14.95 - Per video tape or DVD  

Specified 
Chapters 

$2.95 - Per chapter 
(only available on certain packages/transfers)  

Music $3.95 - Per track (0-6 minutes) (customer 

supplied WAV or MP3)  

Picture or 
Invitation 

$4.95 - Per picture or invitation 
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Scanning 

Still Picture 
Insertion $3.95 - Per picture (digital) 

Still Picture 
Extraction 

$14.95 - Per picture + cost of CD or 
Print 

 

     
Home  Editing & Services  Video Editing  Audio Editing  Videography  Photography  Film Transfer  8mm Film  Super8 Film  16mm Film  Video Transfer VHS/SVHS 
 Video8/Hi8  MiniDV/Digital8  Betamax  Vintage Video  Pictures & Slides  Photographs  Slides  Slideshows  Internet Video  Audio Transfer Cassettes  LP/Record 
 CDs  Reel-to-Reel  Film Comparison  FAQ 

Email the Webmaster with questions or comments about this web site. 
Copyright © 2005-2007 Digital Improvements 
Last modified: 10/29/2006 

Best viewed in Internet Explorer at 1024x768  
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